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To city, historical architecture is an invaluable non-renewable resource. It records the periods 
of the development of the city, and conveys people’s spiritual emotions, of which the presevation 
and reuse play an irreplaceable part in protection for city’s memory, in heritage of historical 
culture, and tectonics of city features. From 1960s, it started to pay an attention to the preservation 
and reuse of historical buildings. Amoy Heping Dock, which was constructed in 1935, is the only 
one surviving till now. it possesses a highly historical value and emotion value. From that time on, 
Heping dock has played an important part in amoy city life. Demolished or not, the issue of its 
preservation has aroused public concern. . 
Anlysing the issues provides a better consideration and disccusion for the reuse. At first, the 
essay discourses the theorietical basis of historical architecture and research cases of reuse 
buildings in domestic and overseas. Then, according to the analysis of value of reuse,content of 
life and the function of its reuse,these elements are the basis of the reuse 
design.Finally,considering the reuse of its site, architectural space and  architectural form,we put 
forward Heping dock’s overall design of reuse,provide a comprehensive analysis of the methods 
of its reuse, inject new vitality into the old dock,make it possible to find the corresponding status 
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